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Future tenses worksheets

Upcoming eras: PDF worksheets keys Exercises with answers grammar rules examples of English grammar books PDF PDF PDF book 1: English time tension exercises PDF book 2: English grammar exercises PDF book 3: English grammar rules Read more English grammar books PDF e-grammar.org. In the future easy vs. the future of continuous strenuous exercises See also the free PDF exercises below. A simple tense multiple choice test for the future 1. If you take a look at the exam, you're going to go
through it. (passes, does not move) Section 2: Select the right positive and negative questions. You must be tired after such a long walk. I'd sleep? (Don't you, Don't you have) In the future, easy tense vs future constant: Future tenses - exercise 1 correct errors Future time forms - use 2 choose the right form for Future tenses - use 3 game phrases Future time forms - use 4 full sentences Negative: Future tenses - use 5 to make negative sentences Questions Future time forms - use 6 to edit questions about
Future tenses - exercise 7 to make questions about word brackets PDF Free PDF worksheets with answers : Upcoming simple tense exercises PDF affirmative (positive statements) - questions - negatives Future constant tense exercises PDF affirmative (positive statements) - questions - questions - negatives Future eras worksheets PDF PDF worksheets practice the difference between simple and continuous forms. Mixed exercises pdf future eras compared to other English eras. Printed grammar rules:
English eraPDF See also online grammar rules with examples below. The future of a simple tense form Positive statement: I am learning (I am studying), He works (He works) Negative statement: I do not study (I do not study), He does not learn (He does not learn) Question form: Do you learn? Negative question: Don't you learn? (Don't you learn?) In the future we will also be able to use the first person in the singular and plural (I, ours). But it is quite official in modern English and is not very common. I'il do it for
you. We'il be there soon. See also how to make the future a simple passive voice. Use step 1. The future of simple tension is used to express general intent. He's changing his job. We travel abroad. (short form of will) I don't need it. They don't change the phone number. (no short form) Are you taking the exam? 2. We use it for predictions or opinions. It's snowing in winter. A horse doesn't win. In the future, easy tense we can use the following verbs or adjectives to say that we assume something, but we are not
sure: think, be sure, hope, believe, let's say, maybe, maybe, maybe, for sure, for sure. They're probably studying at university. I don't think he's going to accept it. 3. The future shall be used for a decision or offer made at the time of the speech. Can I send you home? - No, thank you. I'il take a cab. Please tell Peter. - Good looks. I'il call him. But I'm going to call Peter. Do You want me to say hi to him? (I'm going to show our decision made before the moment of talk.) In the future, the constant tense form of
positive statement: I'm talking about (I'm talking) Negative statement: I'm not talking about (I'm not talking) Question form: Are you talking? Negative question: Don't you talk? Aren't you talking?) Use step 1. The future continuous tension will be used for activities that are in progress at the moment. The operation starts before this point in time and continues after that. You can give a time point using time expressions or other activities. I'm going to Dorset at 8:00. Tomorrow we'll be lying on the beach. (These two
sentences have the moment of time we refer to, with an expression of time.) The store will be closed. Do you work? I'll sleep when you get back. (In these two sentences, the time we refer to is given by another action.) 2. It describes the idea that the activity takes place in the ordinary course of action. It refers to routine activities, not intentions, decisions or plans. I'll write you again. (I always write to you, so I'll do it again, as usual.) They're leaving on Friday. You can join them. (They usually leave on Fridays.)
Sooner or later, everyone is running on your computer. (If something special happens.) Note We can also use the current eras of the future. But they have a different meaning than the future tense. Compare the following examples of sentences: We're going to the movies next weekend. (We have already arranged this. We know the time and place, and obviously there are tickets.) We're going to the movies next weekend. (We haven't arranged anything and obviously we don't even know what kind of movie we
want to see. We only tell you how we spend the weekend.) I'm meeting Susan tomorrow. (I have a reason. Susan and I have organized time and place.) I'm meeting Susan tomorrow. (Susan is my classmate, and since I'm going to school tomorrow, I'll see her as usual.) Note: The following examples express the first intentions, while the second does not have any intention, they express routine action. Bill's not playing football tomorrow. (The fact is that Bill can not play or do not want to play for any reason.) Bill's
not playing football tomorrow. (Bill doesn't play because it's Friday and he never plays Fridays.) I'm going to call Mimi tonight. I'm going to ask him. (I do this because I need to talk to him.) I'm going to call Mimi tonight. I can ask him. (I call him every night, that's why I'm calling him tonight too.) Remember: In some cases, we can use multiple forms. But each one has a slightly different meaning. I'm meeting Jim next week. (I meet Jim every week and it will be the same next week.) I'm meeting Jim next week. (I'm
going to meet Jim next week or I think I'll meet him.) I'm meeting Jim next week. (I decided to meet Jim some time ago and now I'm my intention.) I'm meeting Jim next week. (We have organized time and place because we have reason to meet. We use it constantly now.) I'm afraid it's going to rain. (I assume it's raining, that's my opinion. But who knows!) It's going to rain. (I'm sure it's raining because I see dark clouds in the sky. My opinion is based on clear evidence.) I'm going to meet you, it's the safest when I
meet and I'm meeting, it's the least certain. top Simple Future Tense: The future of indefinite Tense will be used to express an action or event that is likely to happen in the future. In this tension, we use the will/ will between the object and the first form of the verb. Usually we use to be with pronouns of the first person (I, Me). Similarly, we use the will of another person (you) and a third party (him, him, this, they) with the pronoun. Looking for an easy way to learn English grammar exercises class 9 ICSE. You have
to learn basic English grammer topics such as Tenses, Verbs, Nouns, etc... In this article, we review the best English Grammer themes and compare them to each other. Simple Future Tense Examples, Exercises Worksheets Responses PDFFuture Tense Simple Future Tense Formula:Subject + will / will + 1st in the form of verb + object. A simple future tension is used: 1. To show an immediate decision at the time of speaking: examples: these future time tensions give you a great opportunity to practice using
different future eras in English. There are illustrated explanations and exercises for a simple future, the future going, the future of progressive, the future perfect, and the future of the perfect progressive. Since there are many eras to be used in the future, it's important to look often and get all the practice you can! Download now: stories, exercises, rules and answers for a simple present, simple past and simple future Do you know how to use the future era in English? There's several of them! They are: we are
using some of the current eras to express the future in English, but there are also future tensions that describe what is happening in the future. First, see the examples below, and then finish the exercises. The basic future of tense English is a simple future, but we cannot use it in all cases! Review the simple forward page for a full explanation. Here's a brief overview. We use a simple future: Future Facts of the Sun will rise at 5:47 am tomorrow. Meredith turns 26 this Friday. Promises that my boss will call you
right back. I'll send you a receipt. Instant decisions (made at the moment) and offers I have fish. I don't (do) listen anymore to this shit! I'il help you with those bags. Predictions there will be a lot of confusion about this decision. They don't arrive (not arriving) on time. * Note: we can also use going to make predictions in the future. For example, they won't make it in time. We have to use going when we make a prediction based conditions that we will comply with at that time. For example: Correct: His pencil is
going to fall to the floor! Wrong: His pencil falls to the floor! You can view the uses and formation going to this page. We will use future progressive tension to talk about measures that will progress in the future at a certain point or period. For example: He eats that ice cream cone for about two minutes. Does he eat pizza after that? No, he's not eating anything after that big ice cream cone! He's too drunk! We will use the future to perfect tense talk actions that will be completed before the moment or any other
activity in the future. We use it especially when the first action affects a later moment or activity. For example: He has finished all his work at lunchtime. Has he started new projects by then? No, he hasn't started new projects before lunch because he has a lot of other work to finish. We will use the next perfect progressive tension to talk about activities that last for a while and which will be completed before a moment or another activity in the future. It's less common in tense English. For example: He is rocking
that tire swing for three hours at 5. Has he been laughing all the time? No, he doesn't laugh all the time. He's also thinking about life. So these are future time-in-the-english. Now let's practice! Rewrite the following promises using a simple future. 1. My sister promises to pay you back next week. 2. I promise to read your report before the end of the day. 3. I promise I won't open the box. 4. I promise to try new things this year. 5. We promise not to build any more new buildings. Complete sentences by using the
verb in parentheses () and write whether the sentence is a prediction or a future fact. 1st He ____________ all these books! (read) It is: ___________. 2. He ___________ 13 tomorrow! (b) It is: __________. 3rd He __________ every summer! (not / study) It is: ___________. 4th He _____________ better soon. I can't believe you did this. It is: ___________. 5th Sun __________ today at 19:12. (set) This is: __________. Write a sentence for each situation and decide whether it is a decision or an offer. 1.
You're on a plane. A flight attendant offers you pasta or beef for lunch. You want pasta. I ___________ paste. (is) This is a(n): __________. 2. You drive your car on a rainy day. You see your friend waiting for the bus in the rain. Tell him you're taking him to your car. I ___________ you drive! (give) This is a(n): __________. 3. You have friends for dinner. They're taking off their coats at the door. You say you hang their coats for them. Here, I ________ your coats. (to be taken) This is a(n): __________. 4. You're
in the room, and you want to leave. There's two doors. You say you're getting out of the right side. I ___________ through this door, I I can't believe you did this. This is a(n): __________. 5. The phone rings in your home. You're the closest person to it. Tell other people you can answer. I ___________ it! I can't believe you did this. This is a(n): __________. Read the story below. Then answer the boil questions using future progressives. Phyllis is lovely, relaxing on Saturday planned. He wakes up at 8:00 and
makes breakfast. He eats his breakfast and reads the paper from 8:30 a.m. to 9:00. Then he's going to take a shower. At 10:00, he's going out. He walks long till 11:00. From 11:00 to 12:30, he's reading a book by the lake. He likes to read! At 12:30, he walks to his favorite restaurant by the lake. He has a long lunch from 12:45:00 to 13:45 with a good friend who meets him there. They're going to the cafeteria for coffee. They're talking from 14:00 to 16:00. Then they say goodbye and every one of them goes
home. 1. What will Phyllis do on Saturday at 8:45? He
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Does Phyllis read the paper at 10:45? No, his ______________________ newspaper. He's a long walk. 3. What is Phyllis doing at 12:15? He
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
What is Phyllis and her friend doing at 13? They __________________________________________________________ 5. Will Phyllis and her friend do exercises at 3:00 p.m.? No, they're ____________________________________________________________ They _______________________________________________________________________________ Decide whether the verb should be perfect in the future perfect for the constant tight th. 1. He
__________________________________________________________________________________ (not / finish) 2. He _______________________________________________________________________________ I can't believe you did this. 3. He _________________ out of the water before the shark can catch him! I can't believe you did this. 4. He _______________________________________________________________________________ (works) 5. He _____________________ with everyone
in the office before he calms down. I can't believe you did this. Exercise: A Simple Future - Promises1. My sister will pay you back next week. 2. I will read your report before the end of the day. 3rd I do not open the box. I'm not opening the box. 4th I'll try new things this year. 5. We are no longer building new buildings. / We're not building new buildings anymore. Exercise B: Easy Future – Predictions and Future Facts 1. He reads all these books! It's: prediction. 2. He's 13 tomorrow! It's: a fact to come. 3. He will
not learn at all this summer! It's: prediction. 4. He will soon feel better. It's: prediction. 5. The sun sets today at 19:12. It's: a fact to come. Exercise C: Instant Decisions and Offers 1. I'll have some pasta. It's a decision. 2. I'll give you a ride! It's: an offer. 3. Here, I'll take your coats. It's: an offer. 4. I'm going through that door, I guess. It's a decision. 5th I'll get it! is: offer. Exercise D: Future Of Progressive 1. What Phyllis will do at 8:45 am 8:45 am Saturday? He's having breakfast. 2. Does Phyllis read the paper at
10:45? No, he doesn't read the paper. He's going for a long walk. 3. What is Phyllis doing at 12:15? He's going to read. 4. What is Phyllis and her friend doing at 1 p.m.? They're going to have a long lunch. 5. Will Phyllis and her friend do exercises at 3:00 p.m.? No, they don't do exercises. They're talking. Exercise E: Future perfect vs future perfect continuous 1. He hasn't finished all the papers until the end of the day. 2. He has dived for an hour before he gets bored. 3. He's got out of the water before the shark
can catch him! 4. He has been going on for ten hours when his shift is over. 5. He yells at everyone in the office before he calms down. Please share this page with others: others:
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